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ABSTRACT
We had recently re-analyzed in a self-consistent way OH-Zeeman observations in
four molecular-cloud envelopes and we had shown that, contrary to claims by Crutcher
et al., there is no evidence that the mass-to-flux ratio decreases from the envelopes to
the cores of these clouds. The key difference between our data analysis and the earlier
one by Crutcher et al. is the relaxation of the overly restrictive assumption made by
Crutcher et al, that the magnetic field strength is independent of position in each of
the four envelopes. In a more recent paper, Crutcher et al. (1) claim that our analysis
is not self-consistent, in that it misses a cosine factor, and (2) present new arguments
to support their contention that the magnetic-field strength is indeed independent
of position in each of the four envelopes. We show that the claim of the missing
cosine factor is false, that the new arguments contain even more serious problems
than the Crutcher et al. original data analysis, and we present new observational
evidence, independent of the OH-Zeeman data, that suggests significant variations in
the magnetic-field strength in the four cloud envelopes.
Key words: diffusion — ISM: clouds — ISM: magnetic fields — MHD — Physical
Processes: turbulence — stars: formation
1 INTRODUCTION
The ambipolar-diffusion theory of molecular-cloud fragmen-
tation and protostar formation predicts mass-to-flux ratios
of fragments (or cores) greater than those of their parent
clouds (see Fiedler & Mouschovias 1993, Fig. 9b). Based on
this prediction, Cruther, Hakobian & Troland (2009; here-
inafter CHT09) carried out OH Zeeman observations in four
molecular cloud envelopes in which the core magnetic field
strength was already known. For each cloud, they attempted
to measure the envelope magnetic field, Benv, at four differ-
ent locations surrounding the core. Of the sixteen measure-
ments only one yielded a 3σ detection. The other fifteen
yielded only upper limits. In analyzing their data, the au-
thors assumed that (1) the envelope and core magnetic fields
of each cloud were in the same direction; and (2) the magni-
tude of the envelope magnetic field was the same at all four
observed locations in each cloud; i.e., that the magnetic field
in each cloud envelope was uniform. Hence, the only un-
certainties allowed in their analysis were the measurement
errors. They concluded that, in all four clouds, the mass-
to-flux ratios of the cores were smaller than those of the
corresponding envelopes by a factor 0.02 - 0.42, and, there-
fore, the observations contradict what the authors refer to as
“the idealized ambipolar diffusion theory” (i.e., the ambipo-
lar diffusion calculations that assume straight-parallel field
lines as initial conditions in the parent molecular clouds).
The CHT09 data were re-analyzed by Mouschovias &
Tassis (2009; hereinafter MT09) by relaxing one and only
one of the CHT09 assumptions, namely, the one referring
to a constant value of the magnetic-field strength in each
of the four cloud envelopes. They used a general, likelihood
analysis that allows for the possibility that the magnetic-
field strength in each cloud envelope has spatial variations
– a possibility suggested by the data themselves and other
observations of these four clouds (see § 2 below). Since most
of the measurements were nondetections, MT09 obtained
proper upper limits for the relative magnitude (R) of the
mass-to-flux ratio of each core and that of its envelope.
These upper limits were in the range 1.1 - 5.0 – in sharp
contrast with the CHT09 conclusion.
MT09 also pointed out that there are physical reasons
for which not only the magnitude, but also the direction of
the magnetic field can vary both from a core to its enve-
lope and within an envelope itself. The underlying cause of
the expected deformation of the field lines is the motion of
cores within a cloud (carrying their field lines with them)
and, also, of the cloud relative to the intercloud medium.
However, MT09 did not include in their data analysis any
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variation of the magnetic field direction from each core to
its envelope for two reasons: (1) There is no reliable way
to deduce from the CHT09 data the direction of the mag-
netic field either in the cores or in the envelopes, a fact
that would introduce significant uncertainties in the analy-
sis. (2) MT09 wanted to demonstrate that, when CHT09’s
overly restrictive assumption of spatially constant value of
the field in each envelope is relaxed, as suggested by the
data themselves, and proper upper limits are reported for
the nondetections, the strong conclusion of CHT09 on the
variation of the mass-to-flux ratio from cores to envelopes is
shown to be overinflated and completely unjustified.
More recently, Crutcher, Hakobian & Troland (2010;
hereinafter CHT10) responded to the MT09 paper by (1)
claiming that the MT09 analysis is not self-consistent, in
that a cosine factor is missing, which would account for the
different directions of the field in a core and its envelope; and
by (2) presenting additional arguments for which the original
CHT09 data analysis is proper. As already explained above,
the claim about a missing cosine factor is an inaccurate rep-
resentation of the MT09 analysis, which did not assume a
different direction of the core and envelope magnetic field
vectors. We quote from MT09, end of § 2:
“In our analysis, we relaxed only one of the CHT as-
sumptions (that of lack of spatial variation of Benv, which is
not consistent with the data). We have retained the implicit
assumption of similar orientations of the net Benv and Bcore
(vectors), because the data do not suggest any particular
relative orientation of the two vectors. A more general anal-
ysis that would also relax this assumption would increase
the uncertainties on R (although not on Benv) and would
further part from the CHT conclusions.”
The main point of the MT09 paper is that the CHT09
data analysis is seriously flawed even if one ignores the the-
oretically expected possibility that the core and envelope
magnetic fields will have different directions. In this paper,
we first present observational evidence independent of the
CHT09 data, which shows considerable density structure in
the four observed envelopes – thus suggesting field-strength
variations as well – and then show that the new arguments
of CHT10 are even more flawed than the original CHT09
analysis; they violate basic rules of logic and scientific rea-
soning.
2 INDEPENDENT OBSERVATIONAL
EVIDENCE SUGGESTING B-FIELD
VARIATIONS IN THE OBSERVED CLOUD
ENVELOPES
Our main objection to the CHT09 analysis lies in the fact
that they impose the overly restrictive assumption of zero
spread in the envelope B-field values in each of the four
clouds, without any evidence that the spread is indeed zero.
(Their own data show a preference for an intrinsic spread
approximately equal to the scatter induced by their (large)
observational uncertainties – see below.) It is therefore rele-
vant to ask whether there is any independent observational
evidence supporting or contradicting the assumption of no-
spread in the envelope B-field values. To answer this ques-
tion we plot intensity maps of Spitzer continuum emission
(in 160, 70, and 24 µm, RGB colors) and 13CO emission
(white contours), tracing the column density in the cores
and their environments, in Fig. 1 for L1448CO and B1, and
in Fig. 2 for B217-2 and L1544, respectively (see figure cap-
tions for 13CO and Spitzer data references). On each map we
overplot the Arecibo beam (black circle) used for the mea-
surements of the core magnetic field strengths, and the four
GBT beams (cyan circles) used by CHT09 for the envelope
magnetic-field measurements.
It is clear from these maps that the four GBT beams
probe regions in the clouds’ envelopes with very diverse mor-
phologies and densities. The a priori expectation for the
magnetic field then is to exhibit a similar diversity in mor-
phology and magnitude. In fact, one of the CHT authors
(Crutcher 2010) has recently argued that the magnetic field
(B) scales with density (ρ) as B ∝ ρ2/3. We disagree with
the exponent of this relation, but we predicted long ago that
a positive correlation between B and ρ (namely, B ∝ ρ1/2)
should indeed exist in self-gravitating, isothermal, magneti-
cally supported objects (Mouschovias 1976; see also Fiedler
& Mouschovias 1993, Fig. 9c, and review by Mouschovias
1996). However, if one adopts their more sensitive B − ρ
scaling, there is an even stronger reason to expect signif-
icant variation of the magnetic-field strength in the cloud
envelopes, since there is considerable density structure there.
In other words, there is neither theoretical nor observational
justification for the CHT assumption that the magnetic-field
strength is constant everywhere in each cloud envelope.
3 FIFTEEN UPPER LIMITS AND ONE
MEASUREMENT FOR R
Our disagreement with CHT on the treatment of their data
is about the correct way to combine the four measurements
in each envelope and produce a single upper limit for R (the
ratio of core and envelope mass-to-flux ratio) in each cloud.
An additional, important disagreement stems from the fact
that neither CHT09 nor CHT10 quotes upper limits on the
quantity R. Upper limits are the only appropriate way to
quote the information content in the CHT09 data, since in
15 out of 16 cases the mean magnetic-field strength in each
cloud envelope is consistent with zero (i.e., the measure-
ments yielded nondetections). 1
In order to facilitate visual examination of the data
before the four envelope positions are combined (which is
where the CHT09/MT09 disagreement comes in play), we
show in Fig. 3 the 3σ upper limit derived for R in each en-
velope position (labeled 1, 2, 3, 4, corresponding to north,
east, west, and south, respectively). For L1544west there is a
3σ detection for the envelope B-field, for which we can also
derive a 3σ measurement of R. In this case, R = 3.5± 1. In
all other cases, the individual 3σ upper limits are consistent
with R > 1, and in most cases they are much greater than 1.
The diversity in these upper limits is another manifestation
of the likely intrinsic spread in the envelope magnetic-field
values (see also discussion in § 2).
We emphasize that there is no disagreement between the
1 Such upper limits are nontrivial to derive from the CHT09-
quoted information because, even if the errors are Gaussian, the
3σ upper limit is not equal to 3 times the error when the mean is
not zero .
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Figure 1. Intensity maps of Spitzer continuum emission (RGB: 160/70/24 µm, respectively) and 13CO (white contours) for cores
L1448CO (left) and B1 (right). The Arecibo beams and the four GBT beams that CHT09 used in each cloud are shown as black and
cyan circles, respectively. Spitzer data are from the Spitzer c2d legacy program (Rebull et al. 2007). 13CO data are from Ridge et al.
(2006); contours start at 10σ and are spaced in steps of 3σ.
Figure 2. As in Fig. 1, for cores B217-2 (left) and L1544 (right). The single detection of the envelope B-field in the CHT data corresponds
to the GBT beam on the left (west) on the right-hand panel, where the gas density is also high. Spitzer data are from the Spitzer Taurus
legacy program (B217-2) and Spitzer program #30384 (L1544). 13CO data for B217-2 are from Goldsmith et al. (2008); contours start
at 10σ and are spaced in steps of 3σ.13CO data for L1544 are from Goldsmith & Li (2005); contours start at 3σ and are spaced in steps
of 1σ.
MT09 and the CHT09 analysis in the derivation of the un-
certainties shown in Fig. 3. It is the combination of these,
individually very nonconstraining measurements, that lead
to the extremely and unjustifiably strong statement in the
original CHT09 work that “The probability that all four
clouds have R > 1 is 3 × 10−7; our results are therefore
significantly in contradiction with the hypothesis that these
four cores were formed by ambipolar diffusion.” The rea-
son for this conclusion is the unwarranted, unjustifiable, and
overly restrictive assumption that there is no variation of the
magnetic-field strength within each of the four envelopes.
4 THE CHT10 CLAIM THAT THERE IS NO
B-FIELD VARIATION IN EACH CLOUD
ENVELOPE
CHT10 perform the following statistical test: for each cloud,
they calculate all possible independent differences between
envelope B-field measurements in different positions, Bi −
Bj , and they normalize the result by the error on the differ-
ence, σij =
√
σ2i + σ
2
j . Then, they combine the (6 for each
cloud, a total of 24) values of the quantity (Bi − Bj)/σij ,
they plot them in a 0.5-bin histogram, and they overplot
the distribution (normal with standard deviation equal to
1) that points drawn from a single B-field value should obey
if their spread is due to observational error only (no intrin-
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 3. 3σ upper limits (and one detection) of |R| in each of the four envelope positions in each cloud; upper left: L1448CO; upper
right: B217-2; lower left: L1544; lower right: B1. The square (purple) data point with errorbar is the only 3σ detection of R (at the
position where there is also a 3σ detection of B in the envelope). The (red) horizontal line is drawn at the value R = 1. All 3σ upper
limits are consistent with R > 1, and the one 3σ detection yields R = 3.5 ± 1. No legitimate combination of these data can yield the
CHT09 value R = 0.02− 0.42. Any manipulation of these data that gives an upper limit on R < 1 cannot but be fatally flawed.
sic spread). Their conclusion is that the two appear to be in
reasonable agreement with each other. If in addition they re-
ject three of the 24 data points associated with the L1544w
measurement of the envelope B-field (which they character-
ize as “anomalous”), the agreement between histogram and
Gaussian curve appears to further improve.
This statistical test, which is the main feature of the
CHT10 paper, is claimed to prove that the magnetic field
measurements in the four cloud envelopes are collectively
consistent with the assumption that, in each envelope, they
are drawn from a single magnetic-field value.
The necessary condition for the CHT analysis to be
valid is that a spread in the B-field magnitude be rejected.
We show here using the CHT10 test itself that, far from that
being the case, a spread in the B-field magnitude is in fact
preferred. Moreover, we caution that there are three addi-
tional, serious problems in the CHT10 test: (a) CHT10 use
a binned histogram to compare the data with the theoreti-
cally expected distribution; however, binning is sensitive to
subjective choices, so the cumulative distribution should be
used instead; (b) CHT10 exclude as “anomalous” the only
detection of the envelope B-field; and (c) the stacking of all
four clouds in a single statistical “basket” to improve the
number statistics is not legitimate in this context.
4.1 Histogram vs Cumulative Distribution
In the low-number–statistics limit that is applicable for the
few CHT10 data points, binning choices, such as the width
of the bin, can affect significantly the extent to which a
distribution appears compatible with a theoretical expec-
tation. For this reason, it is preferable to use the binning-
independent cumulative distribution, which shows the frac-
tion of points with value smaller than x as a function of x.
The cumulative distribution of the quantity (Bi − Bj)/σij
is plotted as a solid line in Fig. 4. We overplot as a (blue)
dashed line the cumulative distribution of a Gaussian with
standard deviation equal to 1 (the distribution that, accord-
ing to CHT10, corresponds to the scenario of no-spread in
the envelope B-field). We also overplot as a (red) dot-dashed
line the cumulative distribution of a Gaussian with stan-
dard deviation equal to
√
2 (representing essentially as much
spread as observational uncertainty).
It is immediately clear from Fig. 4 that the distribution
with equal amounts of spread and observational uncertainty
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 4. Cumulative distribution of the quantity (Bi−Bj)/σij .
Blue (dashed line): normal distribution with standard deviation
equal to 1. Red (dot-dashed) line: normal distribution with stan-
dard deviation equal to
√
2. The latter is a much better fit to the
data, implying a spread in B-field values essentially equal to the
observational uncertainty.
is a better description of the data. However, we also calculate
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test-statistic for each case, which
is tKS,σ=1 = 0.0649 for the σ = 1 case, and tKS,σ=
√
2
=
0.0099 for the σ =
√
2 case. Both distributions are allowed,
because tKS never exceeds the value that would reject one of
the distributions even at the 80% level (which, for 24 data
points, is ≈ 0.2). But the test statistic is 6.5 times smaller
for σ =
√
2 than for σ = 1, which means that the possibility
of equal amounts of observational uncertainty and intrinsic
spread not only is allowed, but it also is a much better fit,
preferred by the data themselves.
This would be the case even if the use of the particu-
lar CHT10 test on the combined dataset including measure-
ments for all four clouds were proper. However, we explain
in § 4.3 below that such a practice is, in fact, statistically
improper in this context.
4.2 The “Anomalous” Data Point is the Only
CHT09 3σ Detection!
As mentioned is § 4, first paragraph, in order to make their
binned histogram look more compatible with the expected
distribution, CHT10 rejected their only 3σ detection and
dealt only with the upper limits on B. At the expense of
stating the obvious, this is an invalid procedure by any sci-
entific measure.
4.3 Inappropriateness of Combining the Sixteen
Data Points
The statistical analysis combining the four B-field measure-
ments and producing an R−value (or an upper limit on R)
will be applied to each core individually. We have already
discussed that the burden of proof is in showing that spread
can be rejected. Let us consider an imaginary scenario where
three cores really reject spread in the B-field values and one
does not. In this scenario, the correct analysis for the core
with spread is the likelihood analysis, while in the other three
cores either the likelihood analysis or the CHT analysis may
be used.
If one combines all four measurements, the “signal”
from the single core with spread will be diluted and may
no longer be detectable2. Thus, one might incorrectly con-
clude that the CHT10 analysis may be applied to all clouds.
This of course is not true – each cloud is analyzed separately
(even in the original CHT09 paper), it is a different physical
system with possibly different properties, and the analysis
appropriate for each individual cloud has to be used.
5 LOGICAL FALLACIES IN THE CHT10
ARGUMENTS
We first state each fallacy in the CHT10 arguments and we
then explain why it is such.
5.1 If the B-field observations are consistent with
a single value everywhere in the envelope, the
CHT09 analysis is correct.
Commenting on their statistical test to assess the spread in
their envelope B-field data, CHT10 state: “If MT are cor-
rect, these data should show a scatter significantly greater
than that imposed by the measurement uncertainties.”
What is implied here is that, in order for the MT09
analysis to be correct, the CHT09 data should be incon-
sistent with a single value (i.e., the possibility of a uniform
envelope B-field should be rejected at some statistical signif-
icance level). This statement incorrectly places the burden
of proof on the general method instead of the specific one.
The method used by MT09 (likelihood analysis for calcu-
lation of errors) is general and the result obtained is correct
regardless of whether there is a significant spread in the B-
field values or not. The method automatically suppresses
any outcome that is inconsistent with the data, and places
increased weight in more probable outcomes. If the data
reject spread in the envelope B-field values, the likelihood
analysis will reject that outcome as well, and will only allow
the no-spread outcome.
By contrast, the method CHT09 used automatically dis-
cards any and every possibility that the data arise from a
cloud with finite spatial variations in the envelope B-field,
independently of what the data themselves show or suggest.
As a result, the CHT09 method would be correct only if there
were absolutely no possibility of a spatial variation of the en-
velope magnetic-field strength.
The burden of proof is then on the CHT09 method: in
order to prove the applicability of the method, they have to
2 Think of a fit to a straight line, with a single point deviating
by many sigma; if we add more points consistent with the line,
the statistical significance of that single point will die away as
the value of the chi-square stays the same while the number of
degrees of freedom increases.
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show that their data reject scatter of B-field values to what-
ever confidence level they choose, not that their data are
consistent with no scatter while allowing other possibilities
as well. In the latter case, one simply cannot know whether
scatter exists or not, and this uncertainty is also propagated
in one’s ability to measure the mean magnetic field of the
envelope. After all, in all but one of the sixteen measure-
ments of envelope magnetic fields, the observations return
nondetections, consistent with a single value (zero); if con-
sistency with a single value were the only requirement, then
nondetection of a quantity would automatically allow one
to treat it as if there were no intrinsic spread, when in fact
there is no information on which to base such a decision!
5.2 The CHT09 measurement errors of the
envelope B-field are large, so it is not
necessary to account for any intrinsic spread
CHT10 comment on a simple example given in MT09, to
demonstrate that ignoring intrinsic spread can lead to an un-
derestimate in the calculated uncertainty of the mean field,
as follows: “MT give an example of possible measurements
of 10 µG and 14 µG, each with uncertainty 0.1 µG, and note
that the mean differs from each value by 2 µG, not the 0.07
µG given by propagation of errors. However, these 100 and
140 σ examples are not germane to the CHT case of roughly
1 - 2σ measurements.”
In other words, what CHT10 claim here is that, since
the CHT09 uncertainties are only between a factor of 1 and
2 smaller than the mean, the uncertainty on the mean is not
affected by intrinsic spread. This is incorrect, as we demon-
strate below.
The simple example given by MT09 was extreme by
design, in order to demonstrate unambiguously that, if one
does not account for intrinsic spread in the data, even if the
observational uncertainties are tiny, the error on the mean
can be very large. In the extreme 100σ measurement case
one underestimates the error by a factor of ∼ 30 by not
accounting for the intrinsic spread. In the case of the 1− 2σ
CHT09 nondetections, we find with our detailed analysis an
underestimate of the error by a factor ≃ 2 by ignoring the
intrinsic spread.
This can also be trivially demonstrated with a simple
example similar to the one used in MT09, but specifically
tailored to the CHT09 values: Consider a cloud envelope in
which the magnetic field has a distribution of values with
mean equal to 10 µG and spread 5µG. An observer makes
only two measurements of the envelope field, each with un-
certainty of 5µG. The distribution of observables in this case
has a mean of 10 µG and a spread of 7µG (the spread and
observational errors added in quadrature). The first mea-
surement gives 3± 5µG, and the second measurement gives
5±5µG (both very likely, within 1σ from the mean). Under
the CHT09 assumption of zero spread, the mean and as-
sociated uncertainty are simply the average, 4µG, and the
propagated overvational error, σmean = 3.5µG. However the
true mean differs from the measured value by 10−4 = 6µG,
and the observational uncertainty is underestimating the er-
ror by a factor of about 2, as we also found with our detailed
likelihood analysis. Reductio ad absurdum is a perfectly legit-
imate way to demonstrate the incorrectness of an argument;
it should never have been questioned by CHT10.
5.3 In the limit that the magnetic field is uniform
in the observed cloud envelopes, the CHT09
analysis rejects that the cores formed by
ambipolar diffusion, and instead prefers that
they formed by turbulent fragmentation.
The CHT09 observations were designed as a means to dis-
criminate between turbulent fragmentation and ambipolar-
diffusion–induced fragmentation. The authors conclude:
“our results are therefore significantly in contradiction with
the hypothesis that these four cores were formed by am-
bipolar diffusion. Highly super-Alfvenic turbulent simula-
tions yield a wide range of relative M/Φ, but favor a ratio
R < 1, as we observe.” This conclusion is incorrect. There is
no turbulent-fragmentation scenario consistent with a single
value of the magnetic field in the observed cloud envelopes.
Turbulent fragmentation requires a spread in the magnitude
of the magnetic field in each envelope. Hence, there are two
possibilities:
(a) There is spread of the B-field values in the cloud en-
velopes. In this case, the CHT09 test does not have any dis-
criminatory power. Ambipolar-diffusion–induced fragmenta-
tion is allowed (see MT09 analysis), and so is turbulent frag-
mentation (see Lunttila et al. 2009).
(b) There is no spread of B-field values in the cloud
envelopes. In this case, the cores could not have formed
through turbulent fragmentation (because turbulent frag-
mentation requires spread in the envelope field). Fragmen-
tation by ambipolar diffusion is also not allowed (see CHT09
analysis). A third theory of core formation is required.
Observartions such as the set proposed by CHT
can discriminate between ambipolar-diffusion–initiated and
turbulence-induced core formation. However, in order to do
so, the possibility of a complex geometry has to be consid-
ered in analyzing and interpreting the data. For example,
observations designed to reveal the possibly complex cloud
geometry (such as density maps and polarization observa-
tions mapping the plane-of-the-sky component of the mag-
netic field) need also be incorporated in the analysis and
interpretation of the observations.
5.4 The uncertainties derived by CHT09 for the
envelope mean magnetic field are not
equivalent to those derived from error
propagation by MT09, because CHT09
synthesized a toroidal telescope beam.
CHT10 also comment on the way they derived the uncer-
tainty on the envelope mean B-field: “Moreover, CHT did
not average the four envelope results for each cloud and ob-
tain the uncertainty by error propagation; they synthesized
a toroidal beam to sample the envelopes and obtained the
uncertainties directly from the single envelope BLOS mea-
surement for each cloud.”
The implication here is that the toroidal beam synthesis
method adopted by CHT09 automatically returns the cor-
rect error of measurement, and that this error is different
from the value obtained by error propagation. The second
part of this claim can be refuted directly and quantitatively:
the error quoted in CHT09 is almost exactly the same as the
uncertainty calculated using error propagation under the as-
sumption of no B-field variation in the envelope – it is for
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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this reason that CHT10 are now arguing against envelope
B-field variations.
The reason for which this is the case, and for which the
first part of the CHT claim is incorrect, can be seen im-
mediately as follows. The CHT09 method of toroidal beam
synthesis consists of a fit of a single magetic-field value that
best describes the data from all four beams. The uncer-
tainty associated with this value is obtained from the error
in the fit. However, the uncertainty in this single-value fit
is monotonically decreasing with the addition of more con-
straints3. “Synthesizing” the toroidal beam in the CHT09
manner adds constraints (and decreases the “synthesized”
error) without allowing for field variation. By contrast, in a
true toroidal beam, the addition of observed area with in-
trinsically varying magnetic field values would induce addi-
tional noise in the observations and increase the uncertainty
in the global fit of the single toroidal beam dataset. The dif-
ference in derived uncertainty if one allows or a priori rejects
intrinsic spread in the envelope B-field is thus exactly the
same in the error propagation and “toroidal beam synthe-
sis” methods – a result that is also verified by calculating
the associated uncertainties in the two cases.
5.5 The CHT assumption of no B-variation in the
envelope is valid because this is what
“idealized” ambipolar-diffusion models use,
and the CHT experiment is designed to test
only those models.
The problem with this argument is two-fold. First, there is a
fundamental difference between the specific geometry of an
observed cloud and the basic physical processes that deter-
mine the properties, including the appearance, of the cloud.
The former can alter the observable quantities due to line-
of-sight effects and additional noise due to intrinsic spread
of the quantity being measured (and this is what Figs. 1a
and 1b in MT09 were designed to demonstrate), without af-
fecting the nature of the underlying physical processes that
govern the evolution of the cloud. As a result, it is only the
geometry part of the input to the “idealized” model that can
be safely rejected using such observable quantities without
accounting for the possibility of more complex geometry.
The logic of the argument should be as follows: “A model
with simple geometry and physics X cannot describe my
data of a physical system. Hence, if physics X is correct, the
geometry of my physical system is not simple.”
This brings us back to the necessity of rejecting the pos-
sibility of spread in order for the CHT09 analysis to be per-
missible. In the symbolic language used above, this would
be equivalent to the following permissible (but incorrect) ar-
gument: “I have proven that the geometry of my system is
simple” (in the CHT09 case, “I have rejected the possibility
of spread”). “A model with simple geometry and physics X
cannot describe my data; hence, physics X does not describe
my physical system”! As we discussed in § 4, CHT09 not only
do not reject spread in the envelope B-field (i.e. not only do
3 This is equivalent to the fit of a horizontal line to an increasing
number of points; the error in this fit is monotonically decreasing
as the number of points increases and, naturally, it is given by
the no-spread weighted mean error propagation formula.
they not show that the geometry of the system is simple),
but in fact their own test shows that spread in the envelope
B-values is prefered (i.e. a complex geometry is, indepen-
dently, a better description of their physical systems). In § 2
we also presented independent evidence (based on intensity
maps tracing the column density) that the geometry of these
systems, contrary to the CHT09 and CHT10 assumptions,
is complex.
The second problem with the CHT10 argument dis-
cussed in this section is that the assumption of uniform
magnetic field in the envelope (in both magnitude and di-
rection) is not consistently used by CHT09 throughout the
observations, thereby enhancing the internal contradictions
of their analysis. For example, this assumption was not used
in designing the observations: If CHT09 really believed or
expected that a single value of the magnetic field strength
could characterize each cloud envelope, then there would be
no need to observe four envelope positions in each cloud.
One position would be enough, and at that position they
could have spent at least four times as much actual Zeeman
integration time 4 (in fact substantially more since the var-
ious overheads would also be reduced), increasing the like-
lihood of a B-field detection. Similarly, in L1544 in which
they do obtain a detection in one of the envelope positions: if
they had been consistently using the assumption of a single
B-field value in the envelope, they could have used that de-
tection to obtain an actual measurement of R for this cloud
– which, as discussed in § 3, is greater than 1; it is 3.5 ± 1,
as predicted by the ambipolar-diffusion theory.
6 CONCLUSION
We have shown/explained that:
1. The general (likelihood) analysis of the OH-Zeeman
data by Mouschovias & Tassis (2009) is not missing a cosine
factor, the claim to the contrary by Crutcher et al. (2010)
notwithstanding.
2. Independent observational evidence suggests that the
four cloud envelopes observed by Crutcher et al. cannot
be characterized by a constant value of the magnetic-field
strength, contrary to the Crutcher et al. assumption that it
can be.
3. The Crutcher et al. (2010) statistical argument, pre-
sumed to show that a single value of the magnetic-field
strength can characterize each observed cloud envelope, is
incorrect; the same statistical argument actually shows that
a spread in the field strength comparable to the measure-
ment uncertainty is preferred by the data themselves.
4. There are numerous logical fallacies in the Crutcher
et al. (2010) arguments (stated and explained in § 5). Their
defense of the Crutcher et al. (2009) data analysis is even
more flawed than their original paper.
5. When all is said and done, the one 3σ detection of the
envelope magnetic field in L1544 yields a mass-to-flux ratio
4 CHT09 spent on average 9.5 hours of on-target GBT Zeeeman
observations for each envelope position. For comparison, the past
OH detections of the core magnetic field required 30 - 60 hours
of integration time, with a much stronger line (Crutcher et al.
1993).
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increasing from the envelope to the core by a factor of 3.5
± 1, in agreement with the predictions of the ambipolar-
diffusion theory of core formation. And all other measure-
ments, which are nondetections, yield 3σ upper limits on the
variation of the mass-to-flux ratio from envelopes to cores in
the range 1 - 5, which are also consistent with the ambipolar-
diffusion theory.
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